METER TO MAIN
5. TYPE K COPPER SERVICE LINE MUST BE CONTINUOUS FROM

4. METER BOX SHALL BE APPROXIMATELY 12" X 18".

REMOVE AND/OR REPAIR METER.
3. INSTALLATION SHALL ALLOW ADEQUATE ROOM TO

2. USE ALL FLARE JOINTS

1. SERVICE LINE SHALL BE 3/4" DIAMETER FROM MAIN TO METER

NOTES:

CONFLICT WITH OTHER UTILITIES
MAINTAIN 4" DEPTH TO AVOID
DIRECT TAP & FLARED FITTINGS
CORPORATION COCK

TYPE K COPPER
SERVICE TUBING
(8 BRICKS EACH COURSE)
TWO COURSES OF BRICK
By Others
SERVICE

NOTE:

SERVICE SHAL HAVE 18" MIN.
W/Cast Iron Cover
Plastic Meter Box

Ditch

CURB STOP

NOTE:

betw. Main and Meter
AT METER AND 30" MIN.
Cover
Service SHAL HAVE 18" MIN.
W/Cast Iron Cover

%" 8. 9/" Meter

DEPHT AS SPECIFIED